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Foreword

Rhetoric in Washington often focuses on areas where energy security and climate change, two increasingly prominent elements of U.S.
domestic and foreign policy, align. Many important decisions, though,
will require difficult trade-offs between them. The Canadian oil sands
—a massive but emissions-intensive source of oil—presents policymakers with precisely such a challenge. Unfettered production in the
oil sands would increase greenhouse gas emissions but strengthen U.S.
energy security with a supply of oil from a friendly and stable neighbor.
Sharply curtailed oil sands operations would harm U.S. energy security
but cut emissions.
This Council Special Report, authored by Michael A. Levi, explores
both the energy security and climate change implications of expanded
oil sands production. It assesses current and future trends in the oil
sands, including in the scale and cost of production and in the oil sands’
impact on world oil markets. The report concludes that the oil sands
are neither critical to U.S. energy security nor catastrophic for climate
change. It also argues, though, that their security benefits and climate
costs cannot be ignored. The report’s recommendations focus on policies that would provide incentives to cut the emissions generated in
producing each barrel of crude from the oil sands, but in a way that is
careful to avoid directly discouraging increased production. The recommended measures do not fully satisfy narrow energy security or climate
change concerns, but instead seek to balance them.
The Canadian Oil Sands: Energy Security vs. Climate Change makes
an important contribution on a subject that will be central to energy
and climate debates. Canadian policymakers and global oil markets
will directly shape the oil sands’ development, but because the United
States is the natural destination for many oil sands products, U.S.
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Foreword

decisions will inevitably play a critical role. This report offers a nuanced
and thoughtful examination of the relevant issues and of options for
U.S. policy.
Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
May 2009
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Introduction

Half a decade of high and volatile oil prices alongside increasingly dire
warnings of climatic disaster have pushed energy security and climate
change steadily up the U.S. policy agenda. Rhetoric in Washington has
emphasized opportunities to deal with both challenges at once. But
energy security and climate change do not always align: many important decisions in areas including unconventional oil, biofuels, natural
gas, coal, and nuclear power will involve complex trade-offs and force
policymakers to carefully navigate the two goals. Ongoing and heated
debates in the United States and Canada over the future of the Canadian oil sands—touted at once as an energy security godsend and a climate change disaster—highlight that tension and emphasize the need
to intelligently address it.
The oil sands (often referred to as tar sands) are largely contained
within the Canadian province of Alberta. Policymakers on both sides
of the border understand, though, that their development will have
security, economic, and environmental ramifications that extend well
beyond Canada, and that many U.S. energy and climate decisions will
inevitably have major implications for the oil sands’ future. U.S. federal and state legislators have already proposed several laws that would
affect the oil sands. Canadian policymakers also understand that the
United States will play a critical role: Canadian minister of environment
Jim Prentice recently gave a speech calling for “a bilateral approach to
the environment and to energy” featuring “a common carbon market”
and “a level playing field” while highlighting Canada’s immense reserves
and arguing that Canada “should play a larger role in the North American energy security solution.”
This report assesses the energy security and climate change impacts
of the oil sands and makes recommendations for U.S. policymakers within the context of broader bilateral relations. The first section
reviews projected oil sands production through 2030 and assesses how
3
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oil prices and other nonmarket forces are likely to shape the oil sands’
development; it also examines how changes in the oil sands might affect
world energy markets. Based on that foundation, the second section
assesses the likely energy security and climate change impacts of oil
sands expansion, leading to a set of principles for balancing the two
goals. The third section reviews the current state of Canadian and U.S.
policy and then provides recommendations for U.S. policymakers.

Status, Prospects, and Challenges

The Canadian oil sands are a mixture of sand, clay, and bitumen, a
highly dense and viscous tar-like form of petroleum. They are concentrated primarily in the Canadian province of Alberta. The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that the oil sands contain nearly
1.7 trillion barrels of oil. Proven reserves—those that can be extracted
given prevailing and expected economic and operating conditions—
were estimated to exceed 170 billion barrels as of January 2008, ranking Canada second only to Saudi Arabia.1 This is much larger than the
resource contained, for example, in the environmentally controversial
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), which is estimated to have
less than ten billion barrels.2
The oil sands yielded 1.2 million barrels a day (mb/d) in 2006, triple
their level in 1990.3 This was equal to 1.4 percent of global oil production
and to roughly 6 percent of total U.S. oil consumption, 9 percent of U.S.
oil imports (including refined products), and 24 percent of U.S. domestic
oil production. Indeed, since 2004 Canada has been the biggest source of
U.S. oil imports.
The oil sands’ future potential is harder to assess: it depends on
global oil prices as well as on the availability of oil worldwide, all of
which will be shaped by physical and political conditions that are hard
to project. Understanding that future, though, is essential to assessing the oil sands’ significance to U.S. energy security and to judging
their likely climate impact. This section of the report outlines expected
trends in oil sands production, describes how oil prices and nonmarket barriers might affect the cost and volume of future production, and
then assesses how changes in oil sands volumes and costs might affect
world oil markets.

5
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T r ends
Figure 1 shows projections for oil sands production released in March
2009 by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) in its
Annual Energy Outlook, as well as the EIA’s previous projection from
June 2008; the oil price assumptions for the four cases in Figure 1 are
shown in Figure 2. (These projections, along with the others in this section, assume that governments implement no emissions-constraining
policies beyond those that are already in place.) Oil sands production
more than triples by 2030 (to 4.3 mb/d) in the reference case. (One can
again contrast that with ANWR, where the EIA projects that production would peak at 0.8 mb/d before 2030 and then decline.4) The figures
are similar to (though more bullish in the short term than) projections
published in February 2009 by the Canadian Energy Research Institute
(CERI), which forecast that production would rise to about 2.2 mb/d
in 2015 and about 4.2 mb/d in 2030; the CERI numbers for 2015, which
are about 20 percent lower than the EIA figures, are likely to be more
accurate.5 Figures 3 and 4 show that oil sands are expected to make up a
rising share of both global and non-OPEC oil supply, and an even larger
fraction of growth in non-OPEC production.
These recent projections are significantly lower than those made
in mid-2008, as the ongoing recession has forced analysts to lower
their production projections and, more broadly, has introduced much
greater uncertainty into forecasting. They are higher than many projections made a year ago, though, as expected, long-term oil prices
have increased.
Oil prices have temporarily collapsed as global demand has sunk.
That drop, from $120 per barrel as late as October 2008 to a band
roughly between $35 and $50 during 2009, has had two effects.6 It has
made new oil sands projects less profitable, leading to cancellations and
delays. Lower prices have also meant that many oil companies have less
capital available even for theoretically attractive expansion.

Cost s
Longer-term capital and operating cost projections have also been
thrown into question. Prices for steel, cement, and natural gas (all critical inputs into oil sands production) have fallen sharply, though many
producers are locked into long-term contracts; labor costs, which
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Figure 1. Projected Oil Sands Product ion
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Figure 3. Projected Oil Sands Product ion as a
Percen tage of Global Supply
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Source: EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2009.

tend to drop more slowly than commodity prices, should decline over
time as well. When economic recovery eventually drives the price of
oil back up, though, commodity and labor prices can be expected to
rise too. How much is difficult to predict, but the details will determine which oil sands projects will be profitable in the future, as well
as how various policy measures will affect their viability. Regulatory
uncertainty—the Alberta government has revised its royalty and tax
structures repeatedly—only adds to the confusion.
There is, nonetheless, an emerging consensus that production from
existing oil sands projects will continue to be economically viable at
world oil prices exceeding roughly $35 to $40 per barrel. Companies
are also expected to continue producing at many existing projects even
if prices drop to $30 for several months since it can be expensive and
time consuming to restart many operations. This means that near-term
production is unlikely to decline.
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Figure 4. Projected Oil Sands Product ion grow t h as a
Percen tage of total Supply Grow t h
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Source: EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2009.

New projects will need the price of light sweet crude oil, such as West
Texas Intermediate (WTI), to be sustained at significantly higher levels
in order to be profitable.7 Analysts frequently point to a threshold in
the $60 to $70 per barrel range for new investments; such prices are
likely, though not certain, to return in the next few years. The threshold for some in situ projects, which generally have lower initial capital costs, may be as much as $10 per barrel ($10/bbl) lower, while that
for some capital-intensive mining projects may be as much as $10/bbl
higher. (Oil sands producers fetch lower prices for their heavier products than those that prevail for more desirable crudes; that is already
reflected in this estimate.) These figures are substantially greater than
the threshold was only a few years ago, when prices of $30 and up were
considered sufficient to justify new projects; they are also lower than
the threshold for new projects that prevailed in early 2008, when labor
and equipment shortages, along with spiking commodity prices, led to
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Oil Sands Production

Oil sands production is different from conventional oil production. Two basic approaches are used. Resources within about 100
meters of the surface are mined and then processed in facilities
where the bitumen they contain is extracted. Deeper deposits,
which comprise about four-fifths of Alberta’s resources, must be
produced using so-called in situ methods. The most widely used
of these is steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD): two horizontal wells are drilled; hot steam is pumped into the upper one, causing bitumen to flow into the lower well, from which it is drawn.
The bitumen from either mining or in situ operations is then
either “upgraded” at a separate plant to synthetic crude oil (SCO)
or mixed with other liquids to make “dilbit” or “synbit.” Depending on the degree of upgrading, SCO is either processed in refineries designed for light crudes or must be processed in refineries
tailored to heavy crudes. Refineries must be specially modified to
process dilbit and synbit.
Oil Sands Supply Ch ain
Light-Crude
Refineries

Light SCO

Upgrading

Medium SCO

Heavy SCO

Bitumen

Synbit

Medium-Crude
Refineries

Condensate

Dilbit

Heavy-Crude
Refineries

Source: Michael Toman et al., Unconventional Fossil-Based Fuels: Economic and Environmental TradeOffs (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2008). Used with permission.
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spiraling costs. The new numbers reflect a belief that some of the price
run-up in the last few years was cyclical, but that there have also been
structural changes in the markets underlying oil sands development
that will permanently increase costs.

Nonm ar k et Bar r ier s
There are several wild cards that could in principle curtail oil sands
production. This report reviews three here: natural gas availability,
water scarcity, and public opposition due to local social and environmental impacts. (Climate policy constraints are addressed later.) Each
is already reflected to some extent in the projections just presented, but
each still presents real risks. In particular, even though the production
volume estimates just presented are fairly robust, water scarcity and
strong public opposition could constrain growth. Ultimately, though,
the boost the oil sands provide to the Albertan and Canadian economies gives both governments strong incentives to resolve these challenges in a way that allows robust continued expansion.
Current methods of exploiting the oil sands require large amounts
of natural gas; total natural gas purchases for oil sands operations are
about 900 million cubic feet per day, or 5 percent of Canada’s natural
gas production. Assuming rapid expansion of oil sands production,
though, natural gas demands have been projected to rise to anywhere
between 2.2 billion and 3.2 billion cubic feet per day by 2020.8 (This
trend will be moderated by slower than previously expected oil sands
growth.) Canadian natural gas production, meanwhile, is forecast to be
similar in 2020 to its current level (though it is expected to temporarily
decline in the interim), which would make the draw for oil sands production a much higher fraction.9 However, the fact that most Canadian
gas is, like the oil sands, located in Alberta makes it politically unlikely
that the government will artificially restrict gas availability to the oil
sands. Operators are also exploring a variety of alternatives to natural
gas in order to hedge risk and, in some cases, to cut costs.
Oil sands production is also highly water intensive; water availability
might thus limit future operations. The constraint pertains primarily
to mining projects, which require between 2 and 4.5 barrels of water
for each barrel of oil that they produce; in situ projects are able to recycle water, thus limiting their net use to about 0.2 barrels of water for
each barrel of oil.10 Large projected increases in mining projects could
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significantly strain freshwater resources. The Canadian and Alberta
governments are currently attempting to develop new and more robust
rules for water use, though there is much attendant controversy; in any
case, water-related constraints on oil sands producers will ultimately be
determined by political authorities rather than physical limits. Resolving this issue in a way that creates a stable long-term framework, even
at the expense of slower near-term expansion, will be essential to sustained growth.
Broader public concerns could also force new limits on oil sands
growth. The oil sands’ environmental impacts extend beyond climate
and water: mining developments, in particular, require substantial forest
clearing and generate large “tailings ponds” in which toxic wastes from
the oil sands operations are stored. Social dislocations from booming
oil communities have attracted concern; so has the upward pressure on
the Canadian dollar from the oil sands boom, which (until oil dropped
and the dollar weakened) hurt export-oriented industries in the rest of
the country.11 But political support for oil sands growth appears to be
broad, with the center-left Liberal Party of Canada, historically seen as
unsupportive of western Canadian interests, promoting the oil sands
almost as vocally as the right-of-center (and more western-based) Conservative Party of Canada and the invariably pro-oil and ardently freemarket Alberta government. Attitudes may change over time, but a
fundamental shift appears to be unlikely.

Impact on Wor ld Oil M ar k ets
Oil sands exploitation will affect world oil markets by displacing production elsewhere or by moderating oil prices or, most likely, through
a combination of the two. New regulatory barriers to oil sands production, meanwhile, may increase world oil prices or shift production elsewhere, including to OPEC countries, though both would happen only
under limited circumstances.
Analysts’ predictions of the impacts’ details differ depending on
how they expect OPEC to behave. If OPEC (or some subset of OPEC
countries, most importantly Saudi Arabia) can steer world oil prices
by shaping their own production, then OPEC decisions (and those
of its constituent states) fundamentally determine oil prices. In this
model, increased oil sands production forces OPEC countries either to
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produce less at a given price (in order to maintain the same total volume
of oil on the world market) or to accept a lower market price for a given
amount of production (raising demand and thus accommodating more
supply); this is true over both the short and long terms.12 If, in contrast, OPEC no longer has enough cheap oil and internal cohesion to
set long-term prices, then greater oil sands production simply lowers
longer-term world prices by increasing the supply available at any price.
(If increased oil sands production lowers world oil prices, it will also
decrease production outside OPEC; the magnitude of that effect will
depend on prevailing oil prices and other conditions.)
The cost of oil sands production can also play a special role in setting
world oil prices. At long-term oil prices within the span over which
most new oil sands projects are expected to become profitable—about
$60 to $70/bbl—there are few new opportunities to produce oil.* Since
oil sands provide the marginal barrel in this price range, producers can
pass on part of any new costs (including environmental compliance
costs) to consumers through higher world oil prices. Some relatively
high-cost producers, though, may not be able to pass enough of the
new costs along to be profitable, resulting in forgone investment and
lower production.
At prices above about $80 per barrel, the effects of additional environmental compliance costs on production volumes and on world
prices will probably be minimal. Costs for inputs like labor and oil
supply services are likely to escalate, making marginal costs to producers still equal to the oil price. In this price range, though, additional burdens are much more likely to be absorbed by producers and others on
the supply side (such as workers) than they are to be passed on through
prices or to result in lower production.
In this context, it is important to note that world oil markets are far
from perfect, particularly for unconventional oil. The cost of selling oil
sands products in the United States and Canada will generally be lower
than that of selling them elsewhere. The United States is the closest
market for the oil sands, which keeps transportation costs down; in contrast, shipping oil sands products to Asia would require new, technically
challenging, and expensive pipelines to the Pacific coast to be built. The
United States also has a large amount of refining capacity—particularly
*Those new opportunities exist mainly in oil sands, enhanced oil recovery (EOR), and ultradeepwater production. This range coincides with recent OPEC price targets, though the credibility of those targets is
questionable.
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for heavy oil—that allows oil sands crude to be processed with limited
or no additional investment; the same is not true for other potential
markets such as China. If U.S. or Canadian policy forces oil sands crude
to be sold elsewhere, and if the costs associated with shifting markets
can be passed on to consumers, they will be reflected in higher world
oil prices.

Energy Security and Climate Change

The prospect of sourcing oil from a stable, friendly, nearby country is
naturally appealing to U.S. policymakers. It is particularly attractive to
those who promote an “energy independence” agenda, which focuses
on strengthening U.S. security by eliminating imports from hostile and
unstable states. The purported benefits of Canadian oil are viewed more
skeptically by those who emphasize that oil is traded on global markets;
they place less importance on where oil is produced and more on some
mix (which varies by analyst) of broadly expanding access to oil and
alternatives and cutting U.S. consumption. Understanding the actual
security benefits of increased oil sands production is essential to developing policy that balances those with the related climate damages.
This report does not choose a single measure of energy security.
Instead, it identifies six often-articulated potential negative security
and economic consequences of oil consumption and production for
the United States, and assesses the impact of oil sands growth in each
dimension:13
1. Oil revenues empower exporting states whose interests often conflict with U.S. interests.
2. U.S. economic growth is hurt by oil price volatility.
3. U.S. economic growth is hurt by wealth transfers to some oil producing states.
4. Barriers to well-functioning oil markets, including but not restricted
to price manipulation by OPEC or by national governments, raise oil
prices and hence hurt the U.S. economy.
5. The United States is potentially vulnerable to supply disruptions
resulting from states’ decisions to withhold oil supplies from world
markets or from damage to oil supply chains by nonstate actors or
natural disasters.
15
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6. Dependence on oil from unstable regions may necessitate military
expenditures to ameliorate risk.
The main energy security analysis is set against a business-as-usual
backdrop; it is followed by a brief look at how the picture would change
in the context of policy efforts or technological changes that greatly
decreased U.S. or global oil demand. The report also examines how the
oil sands’ demands on natural gas supplies might affect the U.S. economy and U.S. security.
This analysis of energy security is followed by an assessment of oil
sands’ climate change consequences. That leads to principles for balancing the two goals.

Oil R e v enue s Emp ow er
Adv er sar i al Stat e s
Revenues from oil sales can empower adversaries in two ways. They can
finance spending on hostile activities. More subtly but perhaps more
dangerously, they can also lessen the value to states of participating
responsibly in the international economic system, blunting the tools
of economic statecraft on which the United States and its allies often
depend. Iran, for example, was able over the last half-decade to finance
its nuclear program, weather international sanctions, and ignore incentives such as a pathway into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in
substantial part because of its oil revenues.
If, over the long term, Canadian oil sands growth displaces production in places like Iran or Venezuela, or drives down the prices that such
states receive for each barrel of oil they sell, it will weaken them. That is
true regardless of whether the Canadian oil is consumed in the United
States, since oil is to a reasonable approximation priced and sold on a
global market.
Indeed, the analysis above of how oil sands production affects world
oil markets indicates that increased oil sands production will lower
aggregate OPEC revenues. Precise predictions are difficult, but the
scales involved are easy to understand. If, for example, increased oil
sands production displaces 2 mb/d of OPEC production at $100/bbl of
oil, that would lead to $70 billion in reduced annual wealth transfers to
OPEC producers. If that same 2 mb/d of production did not affect OPEC
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production but lowered oil prices by $4/bbl from a baseline of $100/bbl,
it would have cut OPEC revenues by about the same amount.14
The extent to which any loss is borne by states like Iran or Venezuela
rather than by others such as Saudi Arabia depends on how OPEC is
able to function. If OPEC (or its member states) respond to increased
Canadian production by cutting volume, more disciplined producers
like Saudi Arabia lose most of the revenues; if it lets prices fall, producers like Iran will suffer more. In either case, the effect is modest as a
fraction of these states’ total oil revenues.

Pr ice Vol at ili t y
Increased oil sands production would do little to address short-term
oil price volatility and its economic impact. There are two sides to this
issue. Since oil is traded on a global market, the effects of volatility are
reflected in the price of every barrel of oil regardless of its origin. This
problem can be addressed only by making the U.S. economy more resilient to oil price swings, which includes—most significantly—lowering
total U.S. oil consumption.
Oil sands exploitation will have a greater impact in decreasing oil
price volatility in the first place, though that effect will still be limited.
The oil sands, even after robust expansion, would comprise a relatively
small fraction of global oil supply (perhaps 5 percent), and hence would
probably have limited impact on short-term oil price dynamics. In addition, since oil sands projects are capital intensive, the oil sands do not
lend themselves to building up the sort of slack capacity that can be used
to smooth oil supply and hence prices.15 That said, to the extent that
oil sands crude substitutes for oil from less stable parts of the world in
meeting demand, world oil prices will be less exposed to volatility arising from those less stable sources.

W e alt h T r ansfer s
Importing oil from Canada rather than from the Middle East would
have another important economic benefit: it would likely decrease the
U.S. current account deficit (though not by as much as simply cutting
U.S. consumption). Money spent on Middle Eastern oil that is then
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used to purchase goods is unlikely to be spent on goods in the United
States.16 In contrast, a greater fraction of money used to buy Canadian
oil will likely later be spent directly on U.S. goods and services and hence
contribute directly to U.S. growth. (Money used by Middle Eastern
consumers to purchase goods outside the United States can also boost
the U.S. economy through trade, but the benefit will likely be less than
that from direct Canadian consumption.) When such petrodollars do
return directly to the United States, it has often been in the form of asset
purchases, which is at best a benign phenomenon, but may carry negative national security ramifications.17 Money can also return directly
through purchases of U.S. debt; some have argued that such dynamics
were an important contributor to the recently ended U.S. financial and
mortgage bubble.18

M ar k et Bar r ier s
Expanded access to oil-rich areas anywhere in the world helps moderate oil prices, both by simply expanding supply and by providing diversity that serves as a hedge against disruptions. As a result, greater access
is generally good for the U.S. economy. Restricting production from
the Canadian oil sands, including through climate policy, would impose
costs on U.S. consumers because higher oil prices would be needed to
stimulate a mix of greater conservation and higher production elsewhere. So long as any restrictions were not sudden, however, this effect
would likely be limited, though it would still be real. At the same time,
if restrictions were seen as arbitrary or unjustified, they would undermine the broader U.S. goal of promoting open oil markets worldwide,
with deeper implications for oil availability and price.
Strong growth in the oil sands would also diminish the market
power of both OPEC and of individual governments that control large
amounts of oil, though again the effect would be limited. If a large market
player inflates prices, it will affect the price of every barrel of oil, not just
those that a particular source produces; shifting to Canadian oil would
not change that. But to the extent that Canadian production eroded
the market share of OPEC or of individual countries, it would tend to
weaken them. The effect would be both direct (smaller market share
translates into less market power) and, in the case of OPEC, indirect,
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because with less oil production to divide up amongst its members,
internal divisions would likely increase.

V ulner a bili t y to M ajor Disrup t ions
Concern about supply disruptions have traditionally focused on the
possibility of deliberate cutoffs by producing governments. In this
respect, Canadian oil is clearly superior to oil from adversarial countries.19 But the odds of a hostile government suddenly and deliberately
cutting off supplies is small too. With world oil markets able to fairly
efficiently reallocate supplies, and strategic petroleum reserves able to
buffer short-term disruptions, the oil weapon is far less powerful than
it once was; as a result, states are far less likely to use it. Thus, in this
dimension, importing oil from Canada offers little advantage.
Canadian sources are, however, more secure than many alternatives
against supply chain disruptions from nonstate actors and terrorists in
particular. Such disruptions can be far more damaging than decisions
by states to withhold supplies: depending on the level of damage, it can
take a long time to restore elements of the supply chain. While critical
infrastructure in the United States and Canada is by no means invulnerable, it is generally believed to be more secure from nonstate actors
than analogous infrastructure in the Middle East or in other unstable
places, such as Nigeria. Supply chains based exclusively in Canada
and the United States are superior from this particular security standpoint. Unless they are extremely large, though, supply disruptions will
manifest themselves primarily in global price hikes rather than physical
shortages because the United States will seek oil elsewhere; still, they
are not unimportant.
Canadian sources provide little if any protection against vulnerability to weather. One might imagine otherwise: events such as hurricanes Katrina and Ike have repeatedly disrupted refining in the Gulf
of Mexico, and while some Canadian oil sands products will be piped to
the Gulf for refining, it will be more natural over time for their refining
to be concentrated in the northern United States or in Canada, areas
that are less vulnerable to extreme weather.20 But U.S. and Canadian
refining capacity is essentially fixed (even though individual refineries
will be modified), which means that if more Canadian oil is processed in
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less weather-exposed areas, more oil from other sources will be refined
elsewhere; the overall vulnerabilities will remain.

Mili tary E xpendi t ur e s
Many have argued that U.S. military expenditures are higher than
they would otherwise need to be if the United States did not depend
on a relatively stable Middle East to control oil prices. They thus argue
that shifting to supplies from other parts of the world would allow
the United States to cut its military budget and draw down its defense
commitments. If this logic were true, increased production from the
Canadian oil sands would help such a shift (though the effect would
be limited—Middle Eastern oil production is much larger than Canadian production will ever be). But the underlying argument is weak.
While U.S. commitments in the Middle East may have strong historical ties to oil, current U.S. commitments are anchored in other
fundamental problems. In particular, the long-term challenges posed
by transnational terrorism, by Iran’s pursuit of nuclear weapons, and
by threats to Israel’s security will require strong U.S. security commitments in the Middle East regardless of whether oil is also a major
regional concern.

A Low- Oil -Dem and Wor ld?
The analysis above is set against a business-as-usual backdrop in which
global oil demand rises over the next two decades and U.S. consumption remains roughly flat. Public policy and new technologies might,
however, lead to lower oil demand. Oil sands would be less important
in a low-demand world, but unless cuts in demand were genuinely
global—far from a guaranteed outcome—significant security value in
a robust oil sands industry would remain.
Imagine that the United States sharply cuts its oil consumption,
but other countries, particularly in the developing world, continued on their business-as-usual trajectories. The negative impacts of
U.S. oil consumption on the U.S. economy—including those that
result from exposure to price volatility and to market manipulation—
would be reduced by lower consumption. (This is a major reason why
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reducing U.S. oil consumption is important.) At the same time, such
reduced consumption would be unlikely to alter oil prices enough
to have a large long-term impact on oil sands production. However,
since the macroeconomic problems posed by oil consumption would
be reduced, any value of oil sands production in mitigating those
problems would be smaller too. Robust oil sands production would
still have real value, though, in reducing financial flows to adversaries, since it would still displace other barrels from world markets and
reduce global oil prices.
Now imagine a scenario in which large cuts in oil consumption
are seen not only in the United States but also worldwide. (This is
only plausible over multidecade timelines, and would still be difficult
to achieve.) The results are similar to those in the previous scenario
except that global oil prices would be expected to see much steeper
declines. (The price here is that received by producers, not the one
paid by consumers, which may be considerably higher if demand is
suppressed through fuel taxes.) Production from the Canadian oil
sands could be significantly diminished (relative to business as usual)
if oil prices are held to low levels. Under such circumstances, however,
revenues to adversarial oil producing governments would already be
greatly reduced, even if their production volumes were unchanged. In
this case the oil sands would, over time, become much less important
for all dimensions of energy security.

Nat ur al Ga s
Oil dependence is not the only energy security issue associated with the
oil sands. Producing a barrel of synthetic crude oil requires roughly 750
to 1,500 cubic feet of purchased natural gas, an amount whose energy
content is equivalent to between one-eighth and one-quarter of a barrel
of oil. If the oil sands impose overly large demands on natural gas, the
United States and Canada would need to import more from abroad. The
United States currently sources almost all of its gas domestically and
from Canada, but the world’s largest natural gas reserves are in Russia,
Iran, and Qatar. The picture for U.S. natural gas has changed dramatically in the last year, though, with domestic supply projections at moderate prices much higher than they were just a short time ago. Thus,
while the potential problem introduced by natural gas consumption is
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not negligible, it is also unlikely to be large. There are also steps that can
be taken to ameliorate any problems.
Expectations for U.S. gas supplies have risen dramatically in the last
year due to new optimism about unconventional gas resources. The
EIA (whose projections are conservative) projects that domestic production will remain stable through 2016 and then increase steadily to
23.7 trillion cubic feet (annually) by 2030, 4.2 trillion cubic feet higher
than its 2008 projection. While such projections are highly speculative,
this change is several times the expected increase in gas demand from
the oil sands (discussed in the previous section of this report), which
suggests that demands from the oil sands are unlikely to be a dominant
force in North American natural gas markets. Oil sands producers
also continue to improve their operations’ energy efficiencies and to
explore alternatives to natural gas for parts of their operations. Several
of these are discussed in greater detail later, but all have some prospect
of decreasing natural gas demands (though with varying greenhouse
gas implications).
The security consequences of U.S. dependence on natural gas are
also more limited than those of dependence on oil. Oil is a problem
in large part because its use is heavily concentrated in transportation,
where there are few substitutes available; in contrast, a wide variety of
alternatives to natural gas exist. Natural gas is also not manipulated by
a cartel in the same way that oil is (though it is often manipulated by
individual countries). It is also important to not extrapolate too quickly
from European problems with Russia: Europe depends on pipelines,
while any U.S. shift to suppliers from outside North America will
depend on more flexible liquefied natural gas (LNG), which introduces
fewer security problems.

Ov er all Energy Secur i t y A sse ssmen t
The energy security benefits of robust Canadian oil sands production
are real, but, because oil is essentially traded on a global market, not
as large as some might intuitively assume. Oil sands exploitation will
not fundamentally change the global oil picture. Perhaps the greatest
impact of expanded oil sands exploitation would be a diversion of revenues away from adversarial governments—an important outcome—
though this benefit would exist regardless of whether the United States
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was the ultimate consumer. In addition, the United States would benefit from buying oil from a country that would spend more of the
proceeds on U.S. goods, and world oil markets would also gain from
shifting to supply chains that are less vulnerable to terrorism. That
said, U.S. vulnerability to oil price volatility and to price manipulation by OPEC or any large individual producer will not be significantly
diminished by shifting imports to the oil sands, nor will the need for
U.S. military commitments in the Middle East decline. The security
value of oil sands production would be reduced in a world where U.S.
oil consumption was cut sharply, but its role in lowering revenues to oil
producing states would remain. If global consumption and prices were
strongly cut over several decades—a desirable but difficult-to-promote
outcome—the ultimate role of oil sands in promoting energy security
would be much smaller.

Clim at e Ch ange Consequence s
Oil sands’ life cycle greenhouse gas emissions—the emissions entailed
in production (including upgrading if applicable), transport, refining,
and ultimate use—are greater than those associated with conventional
oil. Table 1 compares the emissions from oil sands with those from other
major sources of U.S. oil. The average life cycle emissions associated
with a barrel of oil sands crude currently exceed those from the average
barrel of oil consumed in the United States by about 17 percent.* This
is due mainly to emissions from production and upgrading, which are
nearly three times higher for the average barrel of oil sands crude than
for the average barrel of oil consumed in the United States.21 Actual
emissions from individual oil sands projects vary widely: according to
a recent RAND study, oil sands’ production and upgrading emissions
range from 70 kg to 130 kg per barrel; this is equivalent to exceeding
the life cycle emissions from the average barrel of oil consumed in the
United States by 50 kg to110 kg per barrel, or 10 percent to 20 percent.22
Other sources from a diverse range of viewpoints provide similar estimates.23 Average oil sands production emissions could increase with a
*Some contend that this number should be lower, arguing that the appropriate reference point is the
marginal alternative barrel on the world market, which is heavier and more sour than the average barrel
consumed in the United States. Others would argue that oil conservation or new low-carbon fuels are the
appropriate alternative, which make oil sands’ relative emissions much higher.
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Ta ble 1. Av erage per-barrel emissions rel at i v e to t he
av erage barrel consumed in t he Uni ted S tates
	Production,			
	Upgrading,	Refining and		
and Transport	Finished Fuel
Total
Source
to Refinery
Transport
Well-to-Tank

Total
Well-to-Wheels

Canada
(Oil Sands)

252%

135%

185%

117%

Venezuela
(Bitumen)

221%

129%

168%

114%

Nigeria

300%

57%

162%

113%

Mexico

96%

159%

131%

106%

Angola

202%

69%

125%

105%

Kuwait

70%

135%

107%

101%

Iraq

76%

122%

102%

100%

Venezuela
(Conventional)

66%

129%

101%

100%

Canada
(Conventional)

88%

107%

98%

99%

Ecuador

89%

103%

97%

99%

Saudi Arabia

63%

119%

95%

99%

Domestic

62%

82%

73%

94%

Algeria

95%

46%

68%

94%

Note: Figures are based on the average for U.S. imports from each source. Emissions in the first column
normally occur in the country where crude is produced; emissions in the second column are much more
likely to occur in the United States. Higher figures indicate relatively dirtier sources.
Source: Based on numbers for diesel in Kristen J. Gerdes and Timothy J. Skone, Consideration of Crude
Oil Source in Evaluating Transportion Fuel GHG Emissions (Washington, DC: National Energy Technology
Laboratory, 2009).

shift from natural gas to dirtier process fuels like coal or raw bitumen,
or decrease due to technological improvements; the latter trend has
recently dominated.
The roughly 1.2 mb/d of current oil sands production is thus responsible for a premium of about 40 million tons of CO2 emissions each
year compared to conventional oil.24 This is equal to about 5 percent
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of Canadian emissions, 0.5 percent of U.S. emissions from energy use,
and slightly less than 0.1 percent of global emissions—a small piece of
the emissions picture. If oil sands production increases as expected and
the emissions entailed in producing each barrel are not reduced, that
contribution will roughly triple by 2030, making oil sands a huge relative contributor to Canadian emissions but still a relatively marginal
one in the U.S. and global contexts. If, however, policy efforts manage
to slash other emissions, as they must if ambitious goals for reducing
the risk of catastrophic climate change are to be met, the relative prominence of the oil sands would greatly increase. Imagine, for example, that
oil sands emissions rose as expected over the next two decades and then
stabilized in 2030, while total U.S. and Canadian emissions dropped by
80 percent by 2050 (an oft-proposed target). Oil sands emissions would
then become equivalent to about 10 percent of U.S. emissions by 2050,
representing almost all emissions from Canada at that point. Oil sands’
emissions will thus be critical to deal with in the long term though not
as important in the immediate future.
To get a sense how emissions controls might affect the future of the
oil sands, imagine the effects of several carbon prices on the cost of
producing a barrel of synthetic crude oil and on the cost of ultimately
producing fuel from the oil sands. Table 2 compares the potential cost
to producers for various U.S. and Canadian sources. (Other sources of
oil consumed in the United States are unlikely to face carbon costs at the
production stage in the near term.)
Carbon prices of $20/tCO2e are similar to those that European
firms currently face; most expect to see U.S. carbon prices in this range
Ta ble 2. Av erage C ar bon Cost to Producers
(assuming no a batemen t measures)
Carbon Price ($/tCO2e)
Source

20

50

100

Canada (Oil Sands)

$2.21

$5.53

$11.07

Canada (Conventional)

$0.52

$1.29

$2.58

United States

$0.36

$0.90

$1.80

Note: Cost will vary considerably among projects. Actual compliance costs may be lower.
Source: Underlying emissions figures are based on Gerdes and Skone, Consideration of Crude Oil Source.
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in the near term if the United States imposes a cap-and-trade system or
carbon tax, though actual prices are impossible to predict. Prices should
rise toward $50/tCO2e in the 2020 to 2030 time frame and continue to
rise in later decades. The expected carbon costs for oil sands projects
are small relative to the expected price of a barrel of oil; this is in stark
contrast, for example, with coal-fired power, whose cost would increase
sharply even for modest carbon prices. Still, carbon costs could affect
production and pricing at the margin, and very high carbon prices in the
near term could have much larger impacts.
Some argue that the burden of a carbon price on oil sands would
be greater than what is suggested in Table 2, since oil sands crude will
also face carbon costs at the refining stage. Table 3 shows the carbon
Ta ble 3. Av erage C ar bon Cost to Producers
and R efiners
Carbon Price ($/tCO2e)
Source

20

50

100

Canada (Oil Sands)

$3.96

$9.90

$19.81

Venezuela (Bitumen)

$1.55

$3.87

$7.75

Nigeria

$0.69

$1.72

$3.44

Mexico

$1.92

$4.81

$9.61

Angola

$0.83

$2.07

$4.14

Kuwait

$1.63

$4.08

$8.16

Iraq

$1.47

$3.67

$7.34

Venezuela (Conventional)

$1.55

$3.87

$7.75

Canada (Conventional)

$1.95

$4.89

$9.77

Ecuador

$1.25

$3.12

$6.23

Saudi Arabia

$1.44

$3.61

$7.22

Domestic

$1.57

$3.93

$7.86

Algeria

$0.56

$1.40

$2.80

Note: This assumes that no abatement measures are taken. Carbon pricing assumed to apply only inside
the United States and Canada.
Source: Underlying emissions figures are based on Gerdes and Skone, Consideration of Crude Oil Source.
The product is assumed to be diesel; the figures would change little for gasoline.
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cost for a wide range of sources if prices through refining are considered. It assumes that Canadian and U.S. producers face carbon costs
throughout and that others face carbon costs for refining and final distribution in the United States. (The possibility of more refining shifting to unregulated markets is real but is beyond the scope of this study.)
The cost to Canadian sources roughly doubles but the cost to other
sources—including direct near-term competitors like Venezuelan
bitumen—increases, often substantially, too. Whether this extra cost
will be absorbed by producers (through reduced production or lower
profits), by refiners, or by consumers (through higher prices) depends
on the finer details of refining and product markets and is extremely
difficult to predict. The possibility that the impact of carbon pricing
will be larger than what is indicated in Table 2 is, nonetheless, impossible to dismiss.

Bal ancing Energy Secur i t y
and Clim at e Ch ange
The preceding sections make clear that oil sands production delivers
energy security benefits and climate change damages, but that both
are limited. A healthy balance is possible. Global economic conditions
along with Canadian policy will be the main determinants of the oil
sands’ future, but U.S. policy will play a critical role.
For the near future, the economic and security value of oil sands
expansion will likely outweigh the climate damages that the oil sands
create—but climate concerns cannot and must not be ignored, and will
become more important over time. U.S. policymakers should balance
the two goals by working with Canada to promote strong incentives
to cut the emissions associated with each barrel produced from the oil
sands, without directly discouraging production itself. They should also
seek to avoid measures that would promote increases in global (pretax)
oil prices unless such measures deliver clear countervailing climate benefits. Since the oil sands are a limited piece of the energy and climate
puzzles, any policies will need to be embedded in a much broader strategy to cut global emissions and to increase U.S. energy security.

Policy Recommendations

The final section of this report makes recommendations for U.S. policymakers, emphasizing opportunities for the United States and Canada
to work together. It begins by outlining the current state of policy in
both countries. It then makes recommendations on carbon markets,
emissions standards for transportation fuels, technology policy, and
other regulatory tools.

Cur r en t P olicy
Canadian and Albertan policy currently play a much larger role in shaping the oil sands’ development than U.S. policy does. Alberta has relatively low royalty and tax rates for the oil sands, which promotes greater
production. The Alberta government has also imposed a carbon tax of
$15/tCO2e on oil sands producers (among others), which applies to
emissions above 88 percent of those producers’ historical per-barrel
average.25 That price is fairly low, but it is also higher than any explicit
carbon price faced by any industry in the United States; it also discourages producers from switching from natural gas to higher-emissions
fuels. Revenues go into a technology fund that focuses on, among other
things, developing carbon capture and sequestration (discussed in
more detail below).
Over the longer term, Canadian and Alberta government policy is
likely to impose steadily tougher but still supportive rules for oil sands
development and for climate change in general. Federal and provincial
policy (including the federal opposition party stance) is broadly supportive of the oil sands as boosting Canadian economic growth and
international influence. At the same time, while Canada will not meet
its Kyoto targets, the federal government has proposed cutting national
emissions by 20 percent from 2006 levels by 2020, and the main
28
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opposition party has called for more aggressive goals without being
specific about its preferences. (Unlike the United States, Canada ratified the Kyoto protocol.) Both the Canadian government and the main
opposition party support integration of U.S. and Canadian cap-andtrade systems and oppose other U.S. regulations that would interfere
with oil sands development.
Perhaps the greatest political uncertainty surrounds other elements
of environmental policy: the current opposition party is more likely to
support regulations on water and other impacts that could constrain
oil sands development (or add new costs) than the current federal or
Alberta governments would support. Regulation of local environmental impacts, though, is most likely to be driven at the provincial
level, where the Progressive Conservative Party of Alberta, skeptical
of environmental regulation and in power since 1971, is likely to remain
in control.
The fact that the United States is the natural market for oil sands
products means that U.S. government policy will inevitably affect the
oil sands. The United States will also affect the context for oil sands
development through its interactions with Canada in international climate negotiations. U.S. government policy currently has little influence
on the oil sands in either dimension. The greatest current exercise of
U.S. power as a consumer is through a provision in the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, which bars U.S. agencies from entering into contracts to procure unconventional oil that entails higher life
cycle CO2 emissions than conventional petroleum. This provision was
aimed at stopping the U.S. Air Force from contracting for production
of liquid fuels made from coal, but it technically restricts purchase of
fuels derived from oil sands as well, and as a result has attracted much
attention on both sides of the border. The legal situation is ambiguous,
though, since fuel from oil sands is not procurred directly by the U.S.
government; it is mixed with conventional fuel (as well as other liquid
fuels) and purchased on commercial markets. Some oil companies fear
that refineries may be forced to avoid oil sands crude in order to sell
fuel to the U.S. government, distorting markets, but that outcome is
unlikely. Meanwhile, the United States does little to influence Canadian decisions through international climate negotiations. The Obama
administration has focused mainly on its domestic efforts and on pressing developing countries to cut their emissions; it has not devoted significant attention to other developed countries.
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Regulations currently proceeding at the state level, laws under consideration in Congress, and possible U.S. environmental lawsuits may
have much greater impact. California recently decided to adopt a lowcarbon fuel standard, which would require the life cycle emissions of
fuel sold in the state to decrease over time; other states, particularly
in the Midwest and Northeast, have signaled their intent to follow.
Depending on its details, a low-carbon fuel standard could make oil
sands less attractive—potentially considerably so. (This is addressed
in detail below.) There is also substantial interest in Congress in some
variation on a low-carbon fuel standard.
Moves in Congress to adopt a cap-and-trade system may also be
accompanied by steps that would affect the oil sands. A U.S. cap-andtrade bill is likely to include measures that would eventually impose
border tariffs on emissions-intensive trade-exposed goods being
imported from countries assessed to have substantially weaker climate
regulations; depending on the scope of that regulation, and if Canada
was judged to have weak emissions standards, oil sands imports could
face tariffs.* Congress is also likely to appropriate significant sums for
clean technology development, some of which could be relevant to the
oil sands. Some in the United States may also seek to use U.S. power as a
consumer to influence Canadian policy through the permitting process
for pipelines and refineries designed to handle oil sands crude.

Car bon Pr icing, Emissions Limi t s,
and Car bon M ar k et In t egr at ion
The central tool for balancing energy security and climate change concerns in the oil sands context should be reasonable and prudent carbon
pricing. That would provide polluters incentive to cut their emissions
while maintaining support for open energy markets; done right, it
would also avoid driving up global (pretax) oil prices or inflating the
market share of low-cost producers (notably in those in OPEC). In practice, political trends suggest that both the United States and Canada are
likely to eventually adopt economy-wide cap-and-trade systems. Integrating those systems is the best way to ensure that the oil sands face
carbon prices that are neither too low nor too high.
*Border tariffs incorporated in major pieces of proposed legislation to date cover only manufactured goods
and hence would not affect oil sands imports.
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There is a compelling case, even absent the oil sands, for harmonizing U.S. and Canadian carbon pricing schemes; the oil sands factor, in
both its energy security and climate change dimensions, only makes
that case stronger. The U.S. and Canadian economies are highly integrated. Free trade in goods and services, including energy-intensive
products, is extensive. If the United States and Canada impose sharply
different prices on greenhouse gas emissions, the markets in tradeable
energy-intensive goods, such as steel, cement, oil, and electricity, would
become significantly distorted, with production migrating to whichever country imposed more lax rules. That reason alone should motivate efforts to harmonize emissions prices.26
The simplest way to harmonize the prices of emissions permits in
two cap-and-trade systems is to allow trading between them; this will
naturally lead prices to be the same on both sides of the border.27 This
makes particular sense in emissions-intensive businesses like oil production where all the other major factors of production are already
freely traded. It is vastly preferable to the confrontational approach of
using border tariffs to equalize prices.
Since Canadian emissions are less than 15 percent of U.S. emissions,
supply of and demand for permits in the U.S. system will be the primary
determinant of permit prices in an integrated scheme. A joint system
is thus likely to have permit prices similar to those expected for a U.S.only system. The Canadian government has expressed a strong preference for a harmonized system, suggesting that a desire for predictable
pricing trumps sovereignty concerns.
Indeed, carbon autarky could lead to problems since carbon prices in
a Canada-only system would be very sensitive to the total cap on Canadian emissions, potentially leading to excessively high or low prices as
well as substantial volatility. Imagine, for example, that Canada was
pressed to cut its emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, the same goal currently being contemplated for the United States in a range of U.S. legislation. Because Canadian emissions are expected to steadily increase
due to expanded oil sands operations, this is a much sharper cut relative
to business as usual for Canada than for the United States.28 As a result,
carbon prices could be substantially higher in Canada than in the United
States. Differing assumptions lead various models to predict different
prices, but the general conclusion is robust. For example, a 2007 study
by M. K. Jaccard and Associates for the David Suzuki Foundation, an
environmental nongovernmental organization, concluded that driving
Canadian emissions back to 1990 levels by 2020 would require a carbon
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price that started at $40 (in Canadian dollars) in 2010, rising to $65 in
2015 and $100 in 2020, considerably higher than most of the carbon
prices anticipated in a U.S. system.29 If the prices in a U.S. system are
reasonable, then considerably higher prices in Canada are probably
not—and could unreasonably affect the oil sands.
The prospect of high and unpredictable prices could, of course, discourage Canada from formally committing to emissions limits in the
first place or to meeting its commitments. That strengthens the case for
market integration: by linking its market to Canada’s, the United States
would bind Canada to controlling its emissions (and Canada could also
bind the United States).
Uneven pricing could also introduce a real danger of so-called emissions leakage. Since more than half of the emissions from oil sands production come from upgrading, overly high Canadian prices would put
increasing pressure on oil sands producers to ship bitumen to Asia for
upgrading in unregulated markets. This move could ultimately drive up
greenhouse gas emissions and would deprive the United States of some
of the energy security benefits of importing oil from Canada rather
than from other parts of the world. It would also increase the total costs
of oil sands production, which might translate to higher world oil prices
and hence to greater windfalls for low-cost producers. Canadian prime
minister Stephen Harper has promised not to allow exports of such
products to markets without comparable greenhouse gas regulations,
but that promise is far from guaranteed to hold if the United States
sharply curtails its consumption.
Integrating U.S. and Canadian carbon markets would entail significant challenges. Technical barriers would, as in the European trading
system, be minimal. Integration would, however, require harmonization of a range of trading-system features, including rules for carbon
offsets as well as any price floors and ceilings. Most critical, any aggregate emissions cap would need to be divided into initial national targets
so that each government could either distribute or auction the emissions
permits. The choice of division would not affect the price of carbon, but
it would have major ramifications for each country’s revenues as well as
the ability of each government to compensate hard-hit domestic players
by allocating them free permits.
The U.S. approach to allocating emissions permits should, in the
near term, ensure that Canada has enough permits to freely allocate a
substantial number to oil sands producers (proportionate to their oil
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output, not their emissions, in order to maintain a strong incentive for
them to cut those emissions). Indeed, the United States should encourage such a Canadian approach. If short-term prices are in the $30 to $40
range or if anticipated long-term oil prices are in the range of roughly
$60 to $70 per barrel, imposing new costs on oil sands production will
either increase per-barrel windfall profits to low-cost producers, most
notably in OPEC, or reduce oil sands production and hence, allow
those low-cost producers to sell more oil, again reaping greater windfalls. There is a risk, of course, of delivering a windfall to oil sands producers, but it is outweighed by the reduced risk of doing the same for
adversarial oil producers.30
Oil prices are ultimately likely to be far higher than those necessary
to stimulate investment in the oil sands; at that point, oil companies will
be able to absorb the cost of emissions permits, and any free permits
will be unnecessary. (At, for example, an oil price of $100/bbl and a high
carbon price of $100/tCO2e, oil sands producers would face extra costs
of between $10/bbl and $20/bbl, which they would probably not be able
to pass on to consumers but would likely be able to absorb without curtailing production.) A scheme that scaled back free allowances at higher
oil prices would mirror the approach taken in Alberta’s recently revised
royalty policy, which ramps up royalty rates as oil prices increase. If
long-term prices are far lower, it will be because of deep cuts in consumption; as argued earlier, the oil sands will be far less important in
such a scenario. If Canada still chooses, at that point, to give scarce permits for free to oil sands producers, that should not be a problem for the
United States, so long as Canada’s overall emissions targets maintain
their integrity.

Low- Car bon Fuel Standar ds
Many U.S. policymakers, including both 2008 presidential candidates
as well as more than a dozen governors from both parties, have advocated the adoption of a so-called low-carbon fuel standard (LCFS),
which they view as a tool for pursuing energy security and climate
change goals together. An LCFS would require that fuel refiners, blenders, and importers steadily reduce the life cycle greenhouse gas intensity of the fuel consumed in the cars and trucks they serve, which would
incentivize emissions cuts while promoting low-carbon alternatives to
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oil. A simple low-carbon fuel standard, however, could also impose a
heavy cost on oil sands because of their higher-than-average emissions.
That would exacerbate energy security problems without delivering
compensating climate benefits. Any standard should be designed to not
discriminate between conventional and unconventional oil. This would
provide the benefits of an LCFS in promoting biofuels and electric
vehicles without creating energy security downsides.
Simple economics suggests that low-carbon fuel standards are inefficient tools for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. (Their energy security value is discussed below.) An economy-wide cap-and-trade system
would incentivize emissions cuts wherever they were cheapest while an
LCFS would demand emissions cuts from a shift in the types of fuels
used in transportation, even if it was cheaper to reduce emissions through
measures elsewhere in the economy (or through better fuel economy or
less driving). Restricting the set of options available for meeting a policy
goal generally makes achieving that goal more expensive.31
A poorly designed low-carbon fuel standard could actually have
perverse energy security implications rather than delivering a winwin outcome. If secure low-carbon alternatives did not rapidly materialize, other secure (but high-carbon) options would be shut out too,
compounding the negative security ramifications.32 Emissions pricing policy that seeks to prudently balance energy security and climate
change would be better off looking for emissions cuts elsewhere in the
economy if cuts from the carbon content of fuels can’t be delivered
quickly. Meanwhile, as the United States seeks to strengthen energy
security by curtailing oil demand, it should do that directly (through
gasoline taxes, fuel efficiency standards, or otherwise), rather than as
an incidental effect of a low-carbon fuel standard that has other undesirable side effects.
The most common counterargument is that this misses the real goal
of an LCFS. A low-carbon fuel standard would create a clear and sizable market for advanced biofuels and electric vehicles in a way that
avoids some problems associated with traditional mandates, does not
pick specific technological winners and losers, and ensures that emissions are being reduced. That would allow investors to scale up the most
promising biofuels production and electric vehicle investments with
confidence, which in turn would bring the associated costs (along with
the cost of cutting emissions) down. A simple economy-wide price on
carbon, whether delivered through a cap-and-trade system or a carbon
tax, would not address this potential market failure.
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Whether an LCFS is an effective way of driving down the cost
of gasoline alternatives is beyond the scope of this report. But if the
United States does adopt a low-carbon fuel standard, or if the U.S. government allows states to do so, that standard should not distinguish
between different fossil-based sources.* A standard crafted this way
would provide a win-win outcome: it would still expand biofuels and
electric vehicle markets but would not penalize unconventional oil.
The balance between conventional and unconventional oil is most
appropriately addressed through carbon pricing as well as through
other channels.

Low- Car bon T echnologie s:
Car bon Cap t ur e and Seque st r at ion
and Nucle ar P ow er
Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) and nuclear power have both
been touted as potential saviors for the oil sands. As carbon prices
steadily rise over the coming decades, moving to such technologies
may become wise. The Canadian and Alberta governments should
be encouraged to intensify their support for such alternatives, which
would help meet their economic and climate objectives. U.S. funds,
though, would be better spent elsewhere.
The Alberta government has devoted $2 billion to support CCS
research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) projects. Several
companies have applied for funding; the applications are expected to be
processed in the next two months. Others are moving ahead independently: for example, Enhance Energy, an Alberta-based oil company,
recently filed regulatory applications for Alberta’s first CO2 pipeline,
which it claims will be operational by 2011.33 (The CO2 would be used
for enhanced oil recovery.) A 2008 RAND study concluded that CCS
could technically cut life cycle emissions from the oil sands to marginally less than life cycle emissions associated with light sweet crude.
Ultrahigh carbon prices will have no special effect on the oil sands if
CCS can be deployed at reasonable cost. Development of CCS would
also indirectly help address any problems arising from the oil sands’
demands on natural gas, since it would allow a shift from natural gas to
*This argument naturally extends itself to other unconventional oil, including coal-to-liquids. It should
not be read, however, as an endorsement of that technology by the author, who expects that a reasonable
carbon price would already (legitimately) create problems for coal-to-liquids as an alternative.
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coal, raw bitumen, or waste for steam production without a significant
corresponding emissions penalty.
But what are the prospects for CCS—and at what pace and price?
Opinions vary widely. RAND estimates that costs are $3.71 to $7.88 per
barrel for mining projects and $5.67 to $10.80 for in situ; they project
that those costs will drop to $2.86 to $6.39 and $4.36 to $8.73, respectively, by 2025.34 (Many believe that the costs will be higher.) The bulk
of the costs (and potential cost improvements) come at the capture
stage. With these costs, CCS would be useful if carbon prices rose to
about $40 to $80 per ton of carbon dioxide, something that will need
to happen over the medium to long term. Supporting development of
CCS, then, would help insulate the oil sands from high carbon prices in
the long term as a contributor to U.S. energy security.
Many have expressed skepticism about the value of CCS for the oil
sands. Much has been made of a “secret” memo for Canadian government ministers that critics claim shows that CCS will fall far short of
fixing the oil sands’ carbon problems. They cite a passage stating that
“only a small percentage of emitted CO2 is ‘capturable’ since most
emissions aren’t pure enough. Only limited near-term opportunities
exist in the oil sands and they largely relate to the upgrader facilities.”
This is technically true but it has been misinterpreted. Only “a small
percentage of emitted CO2 is pure enough to be capturable” because
most emissions occur when the fuel produced from the oil sands is used
in driving.35 But these emissions are common to all gasoline—they do
not present a special problem for the oil sands. Moreover, within oil
sands production, upgrading is the largest source of emissions, comprising roughly 50 percent to 65 percent of total production emissions.
(Other point sources—more diffuse but not necessarily unmanageable—comprise another 20 percent to 45 percent of emissions.) Eliminating emissions from upgrading would bring emissions from oil sands
production much closer to emissions from production of conventional
oil. Finally, the oil sands’ emissions problems are more pronounced in
the long term than in the short term; the fact that CCS may not fix their
emissions problem soon is not enormously important.
Serious observers have also proposed using nuclear power as a substitute for natural gas in the oil sands. This has the potential in principle
to alleviate both energy supply and emissions concerns. But its practicality is questionable. The large scale typical of nuclear plants matches
poorly with the distributed nature of oil sands operations. While a range
of options can in principle provide electricity for mining operations and
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both electricity and hydrogen for upgrading, the CANDU nuclear reactors typical in Canada are too large to provide steam for SAGD projects. Smaller pebble bed modular reactors appear to be properly sized
for steam production.36 The appropriate pebble bed reactors, though,
are not yet commercially available.
The typical lead time for nuclear projects is also even longer than that
for oil sands projects. Uncertainty in projected oil sands growth would
thus introduce significant risks for nuclear developers. Despite several
years with much noise about the potential for nuclear power in the oil
sands, no license applications for reactors have yet been filed. Again,
though, pebble bed reactors might address this issue in the longer term,
since their construction times might be relatively short. That said, it
would be unwise to bet the oil sands’ future on nuclear power.
What does this mean for U.S. policy? Despite the value of CCS in
particular for oil sands operations, significant direct U.S. financial support for oil sands CCS development is inappropriate. The Canadian
and Albertan governments will invest substantial amounts in RD&D
for CCS in oil sands applications because of its economic importance to them. (The United States and Canada should work together
to ensure that CCS investments are sufficient, given the consequences
to both the Canadian economy and U.S. energy supplies.) But political appetite in the United States for anything that can be described as
a subsidy for fossil fuel industries will be limited. U.S. policymakers
should focus their fossil RD&D money on CCS for power generation,
where the emissions involved dwarf oil sands emissions and where
cooperation with Canada (as well as others) would be valuable. Some
learning between the two efforts is possible; it is, however, likely to be
limited. The primary challenges in scaling up CCS are not in the individual components but in technology integration, establishing working
business models, and crafting regulatory approaches. The challenges
in those dimensions promise to be very different in the oil sands and
power generation contexts, limiting the extent to which learning can be
usefully shared between the two.

Ot her R egul atory R e st r ict ions
While most U.S. policy decisions relevant to the oil sands focus on broad
carbon regulations (cap-and-trade or low-carbon fuel standards), other
regulatory decisions are also relevant. In particular, some may seek to use
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the permitting process for pipelines and refineries to target infrastructure that is being built to handle oil sands products. Assuming oil sands
operations face similar incentives to cut emissions to other activities, the
U.S. government should aim to ensure other U.S. regulatory processes
are not used to block oil sands imports on climate change concerns or
grounds related to local social or environmental impacts in Canada.
The most prominent effort to date to use the U.S. regulatory
approval process to block oil sands-related infrastructure is a lawsuit
filed by the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) against the
U.S. Department of State in August 2008. (The State Department is
responsible for approval of pipelines that cross international borders.)
NRDC argues that the Environmental Impact Statement produced by
the State Department of the last U.S. administration for TransCanada’s Keystone pipeline neglects to consider the impact of refining and
extracting oil sands crude on greenhouse gas emissions, even though
the extraction emissions occur outside U.S. borders. The State Department has responded that only the environmental impacts of actually
transporting crude through the pipeline should be considered.
While there is a legitimate argument that, in the absence of economywide carbon pricing, such blunt approaches to effecting change may be
necessary, carbon pricing through a cap-and-trade system is vastly preferable. And while some may want to use the U.S. regulatory process to
pressure Canada and Alberta to address other environmental and social
impacts of oil sands operations, decisions in those dimensions are most
appropriately left to those directly affected in Canada and Alberta. The
State Department should continue to oppose inclusion of greenhouse
gas emissions in its permitting process, and the federal government
should encourage individual states to behave similarly where necessary.
Beyond this, the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007,
described earlier, should be legally clarified to ensure that it does not
block the U.S. government from buying commercial fuels derived in
part from oil sands. There is nothing wrong in principle with the U.S.
government steering its purchasing decisions toward more climatefriendly products. But implementing a broad prohibition on U.S. government purchases could create havoc in the marketplace, requiring
refineries to sharply shift their operations. (U.S. government employees, for example, buy fuel at nearly every service station in the United
States.) It would also create a major irritant to the more important
diplomacy required to establish uniform carbon pricing.
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Conclusion
The steps just outlined would help ensure that energy security and
climate change were effectively balanced in U.S. policies that affect
the Canadian oil sands. A smart strategy should combine four basic
elements:
–– Link U.S. and Canadian cap-and-trade systems. Fair and stable carbon
pricing in Canada would help both countries reap the benefits of the
oil sands while mitigating their damages. Linking the cap-and-trade
systems that are likely to evolve in the two countries is the best way
to do that. The United States should also ensure that Canada is able
to initially provide a small number of free emissions permits to oil
sands producers. This would mitigate a risk of allowing carbon pricing to raise world oil prices (delivering windfalls to low-cost producers) while maintaining most incentives for oil sands operators to cut
emissions.
–– Tread carefully with any low-carbon fuel standard. The United States
should design any low-carbon fuel standard—an increasingly popular potential regulation that would require specific cuts in the average
emissions associated with every unit of transportation fuel—so that
the oil sands, which should already face a reasonable carbon cost, are
not penalized again (and perhaps much more heavily) for their higher
emissions. An ill-designed scheme could burden the oil sands (along
with several other U.S. oil sources) in ways that would damage U.S.
energy security without providing commensurate climate benefits.
–– Focus U.S. technology support on higher-payoff areas. There may be
pressure for the United States to provide funds for research, development, and demonstration efforts in carbon capture and sequestration or nuclear power for the oil sands. While basic technical
cooperation is always valuable, these would generally not be U.S.
dollars well spent. The scale of the other energy and climate problems facing the United States demands that U.S. energy innovation
support focus elsewhere, including in CCS for power plants (a substantially distinct problem) as well as in renewables, transmission,
and efficiency.
–– Resist the misuse of other U.S. environmental regulations to constrain
oil sands. So long as the oil sands are expected to face a fair and
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reasonable carbon price, the United States should resist attempts
to use U.S. environmental regulations to block permitting of oil
sands-related pipelines or refineries on climate grounds. Some may
also try to use such regulations as a back door to dealing with the
local social and environmental effects of oil sands development in
Canada. Decisions on how to deal with these local effects—many of
which can be disturbing—should be made by the affected communities in Canada rather than forced by outside U.S. action. The direct
effects of pipelines and refineries on communities in the United
States should be dealt with on the same basis as the effects of other
oil-related infrastructure.
These measures must be part of a much broader strategy. The oil
sands are one of many pieces of the U.S. energy security puzzle—a
broader U.S. strategy must focus on cutting oil consumption (both
at home and globally), ensuring access to resources along with wellfunctioning markets, and promoting alternatives to oil. Cleaning up the
oil sands, meanwhile, is only a small part of the climate challenge, particularly in the near term. The United States will also need a far broader
strategy for pursuing emissions cuts at home and around the world; as
in the energy security dimension, obsession over the oil sands would be
a dangerous distraction.
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